
 
CASE STUDY 1: E-WASTE RECOLLECTION IN SANTA CRUZ 

 

Introduction 

 

The campaign for Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE, or e-waste) was created and 

supported by the project Ecovecindarios and had its 1st version in 2017, the 2nd and 3rd versions were 

carried out during 2018. 

 

Organizers of the campaign were the members of the WEEE Roundtable of Santa Cruz, which was 

created by Ecovecindarios and is now led by the Municipal Service Provider for Solid Waste 

Management of Santa Cruz (EMACRUZ). Additional participants are the two WEEE operators RAEE 

Fundare and Bolrec, 2 local NGOs, 1 university and Swisscontact. In the last version of the campaign, 

for the first time a producing company of electrical and electronic equipment participated, namely 

EPSON. 

 

The objective of the campaigns is to educate the population, so that the neighbours, during an 

established date and place, can leave or “Let them go” (Déjalos ir - name of the campaign in Spanish) 

their e-waste from their homes at specific recollection points. The focus was on all those devices in the 

line of Communication and Information Technology (such as cell phones, laptops, etc.), as this waste 

is what WEEE operators can manage to date. In exchange, a native plant was given as an incentive. 

This led to a double impact, since in addition to collecting WEEE, it motivated the greening of the city 

with native species.  

 

How the project contributed to the Campaign 

 

The project, through agreements with EMACRUZ, Fundare and Bolrec, could guarantee that both 

formal operators could participate and benefit from the WEEE collected during the campaign. In 

addition, the WEEE operators took advantage of the dissemination of the campaign in different press 

media and social networks, which helped them to attract new business customers.  

 

The project contributed in the planning and with ideas for the distribution of roles of the actors, based 

on the experience in the support of the WEEE campaign that had been carried out with Fundare and 

Emacruz in 2016.  

 

The communicational campaign "Let them go" was developed with an attractive graphic design and a 

supporting video that explained what e-waste is and the danger of its inadequate handling. 

 

EMACRUZ, as a municipal entity, led the WEEE campaigns since 2017, as it also led the WEEE 

Roundtable and was preparing the Municipal Strategy for this type of waste. This facilitated the 

coordination with other municipal agencies, to obtain authorization for the use of public space, dump 

trucks, electric power, seedlings and the communication area for the diffusion in local media. 

 

Each institution of the roundtable made a contribution, for example the University through volunteers 

for dissemination and awareness in strategic places in the city, who announced the campaign and 

handed out flyers. In the case of EPSON, they applied a voluntary Extended Producer Responsibility 

(since it is not regulated yet), making an economic contribution that was divided between the two 

operators to cover the costs of those WEEE whose management represents a cost for their treatment. 

 

Results 

 

During the 3 campaigns, 37 tons of WEEE were collected and 15,000 native seedlings were delivered.  



 
 

Opinions of the different actors of the campaign 

 

"We are part of the WEEE roundtable since its beginning and it is precisely through Swisscontact that 

we have participated in the roundtable in Santa Cruz, and in the WEEE roundtable in La Paz as well. We 

contribute to the campaigns with our staff, our vehicle and of course we benefit because we receive the 

waste which we can afterwards sell to the recycling industry" - Carlos Borja - Manager of Bolrec (WEEE 

Operator). 

 

"In this campaign we have been given the opportunity to put a kiosk, put some banners with 

information, also explaining the ecological issue. We have a lot of EPSON users in Bolivia, so from the 

communication point of view it is important for users to know that the brand they prefer supports these 

kinds of initiatives. That's the indirect benefit you get from this participation. - Jun Arturo Drogos - 

Operations Manager - EPSON Bolivia 

 

"The main reason for the campaign is to be able to offer the population an alternative for an adequate 

disposal of this type of waste and the other reason is to diminish the black market of the purchase and 

sale of this type of equipment, because people who carry out informal recycling pollute a lot. For us it 

is very problematic that the informal only recovers what can be valued and then dispose of what does 

not serve in parks, in the street, in squares, generating toxic micro dumps. 

According to the National Law for Waste Management the responsibility of the municipality is to 

support these kind of activities, but the actual responsibility lies within the producers and distributers. 

We are assuming this responsibility until the appropriate collection of WEEE is consolidated. - Jorge 

Soto Maldonado - Responsible for Planning and Waste Management in EMACRUZ.    

 

"This campaign is good for us, we deliver the things we don´t use any more and they give us a plant, 

for the garden. I will deliver a DVD set that I did not use, because it was scrubbed. - Neighbour 

interviewed by the TV channel Unitel.  

 

"In our homes we have waste and we do not know what to do with it, and the garbage truck does not 

want to take it, so it is a good initiative for all people. I will deliver a laptop that was old and without 

use. - Neighbour interviewed by the TV channel Unitel.  

 

The campaign in printed media: 

 

http://www.eldeber.com.bo/santacruz/Campana-para-recolectar-residuos-electronicos-que-la-

gente-acumula-en-casa---20180617-7134.html 

 

http://eju.tv/2018/06/campana-municipal-de-recoleccion-de-residuos-de-aparatos-electricos-y-

electronicos-2018/ 

 

http://www.laestrelladeloriente.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=66914:municipio-

lanza-tercera-campana-de-recoleccion-de-residuos-electricos-y-electronicos&Itemid=716 

 

The campaign in television channels:  

Successful 'electronic waste' recycling campaign by seedlings in Santa Cruz - Unitel - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3Dx3oDD3N8  

 

To the electronic you must "Let Them Go" - Red UNO  

https://www.reduno.com.bo/nota/2018-11-29-21-0-0-a-los-cachivaches-electronicos-debes-

dejarlos-ir  
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